
3D Cutters  

 
With the explosion of earring makers starting out on their 

polymer clay journeys we also saw an explosion of new 
entrepreneurs who went into production of 3D cutters, texture 
and mylar stencils. 3D cutters are springing up everywhere.  
How do you choose?  
Which ones are good?  

 
I like many others bought some from Russia and France before 
we left the EU, I did a review of these but since then overseas 
purchasing has been tricky. So, here’s a review of a few I have 
bought and/or been sent for review from 3 people who make 

cutters here in the U.K. or are available within the UK without 
those hefty shipping costs or duty fees.  
 
Firstly, here are some basic observations: - 
How to get the best performance from all 3D cutters. 

 

      Use an acrylic block to apply even pressure on the top 

edge. Press firmly and evenly. You should not have to press too 
hard to achieve a good cut.  
 

      Cut out on paper not a tile, you get a cleaner edge. 

      Use Easyleaf or cling film over the clay before cutting (this 

does produce a bevelled edge too) or dust with corn starch 
before each use. 

      Wipe your cutters after each use, the clay will stick in the 

fine ridges. Dirtying your next project. 



      Choose your brand of clay wisely. Firm clays cut cleaner 

than soft clays.  

 

 
Here is my opinion of their cutters. 
 
Hobbyrian are produced by Karolina Söderber lives in Sweden, 
but they are cutters. 

available at Clayaround. 
https://www.clayaround.com/ourshop/cat_1730035-Cutters-
from-Hobbyrian.html 
 
These score 10/10  

 
Sets of concentric shapes cutters 
small to medium size. 
 
 

Super clean cutting edge on all surfaces and all clay brands 

hence 10/10 highly recommended 
 

 

 
 
  

https://www.clayaround.com/ourshop/cat_1730035-Cutters-from-Hobbyrian.html
https://www.clayaround.com/ourshop/cat_1730035-Cutters-from-Hobbyrian.html


Made by Margita is the trading name of Margita’s Alsina from 
Glasgow. She sells her cutters on Etsy UK. 
https://etsy.me/3dyT6xw 

 
Very on trend shapes and designs, 
great for the new generation of 
earring makers. 
 

 

A nice clean cut is achieved on 
firmer clay. Hard to get a really 
clean edge with sticky fresh clays. Great result using the cling 

film/Easyleaf.  

 

 
These cutters have a raised, platform cutting edge, so the clay 
gets stuck in the groove of the platform meaning you need to 
pick the clay out between cuts especially if interchanging 
colours.  

 
I would recommend using these with cling film/Easyleaf to 
avoid the clay sticking in the platformed edge. You would not 
be able to do cut and replace techniques with these cutters as 
the indent the surrounding clay too much. I will still give them 

8/10 as they are super shapes and cut well on firmer clays. 
 
These score 8 out of 10. 
 
  

https://etsy.me/3dyT6xw


Clay Time cutters by Chris Meech. Chris is dipping her toe into 
the world of 3D cutters. She saw I was doing a review and 
offered to send some for testing.  

 
 
Currently Chris has not got a selling 
platform but do send her a message to see 
what stock she has or indeed for custom 

shapes. 

 
Chris’s cutters 9 out of 10  
(Message Chris for details - she says watch 

this space) 

 
 
A wide variety of smaller cutters. I liked the grey and red ones 
best, ideal for earring designs. 
 

  

 
Good clean cutting edge 9/10 struggled to get a really clean 
edge with sticky fresh clays. Great result using the cling 
film/Easyleaf. 

 
Chris’s cutters 9 out of 10 
 
 
 

 
 
 



This is my ranking overall. 
 
1. AtelierAlli (Etsy) 

These are still my favourite cutters 
these cutters performed best in my 
last review. For me they are still 
10/10 or maybe 11/10! They have a 
superb cutting edge, sturdy, well 

made cutters. I have bought a whole 

range as she makes larger more 
abstract shapes. But they now carry 
heavy tax and shipping costs. 

https://www.facebook.com/219141698445780/posts/7623053
74129407/?d=n 
 
2. Hobbyrian (Clayaround) 

3. ClayTime (Contact Chris via Facebook) 
4. Made by Margita (Etsy) 
5. GFArt (Etsy) 
6. Metal clay Studio (Etsy) 
 

I have not been paid, bribed or coerced to show bias or 
favouritism. These are just my opinions to help you get more 
out of your claying and waste less money on poor quality 

products.  
 

 
A little while ago I reviewed some 3D cutters I had. From GF 
Art Store, The Metal Clay Studio and Atelier Alli all from Etsy. 
You know what it is like, someone in the Clay community says 
‘wow’ have you tried these...? Before you know it, you have 

spent £30 on cutters. Don’t lie, I know you know what I mean!  
 
Debby Wakley 
 

https://www.facebook.com/219141698445780/posts/762305374129407/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/219141698445780/posts/762305374129407/?d=n

